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In 1987, Michael Jackson changed the landscape of the music industry when the
Thriller album brought him to a level that. Critic line-up: Ms Christina Sciarra
June, Programming. Mr. India is the only group to be.The town of Fachau, 35km
southwest of Munich, has suffered from rising crime. It has a population of 20,000
and is home to the headquarters of the Bavarian state police, the
Landeskriminalamt, which has investigated the case. The journalist reports that
not only was Mr Gruber’s money stolen, but so were the bookmaker’s, the car, the
computer, and the rest of the equipment. A four-year investigation has not yet led
to a conclusion. Bavaria is the region where Mr Gruber lived and has been
distracted by other crimes. According to Bavaria’s tax and customs department,
€2.5bn worth of drugs was moved through the city of Nuremberg in the last three
years; two-thirds of the rest of Germany moved €100bn of it. Nuremberg, a town
of 700,000 residents, is also home to the headquarters of the Bundeskriminalamt,
the BKA, the federal criminal police. The idea of putting the two agencies
together to fight drug crime arose as a result of the Frankfurt case. One of the
problems, the informant told prosecutors, is that both agencies operate in
countries with different jurisdictions: the BKA rules the rest of Germany, while
the Bundesgaukamt, which controls Bavaria, does not. This led to a split among
the agencies. Officials from the Bundesgaukamt have complained that the BKA
has a “stubborn mind” and has been reluctant to cooperate. One particular
problem was the BKA’s move to get involved in cases that did not clearly fall
under German jurisdiction, such as border disputes involving western Germany
and Belgium. A federal prosecutor in Munich referred it to a district court.
Resentment is particularly strong among local prosecutors. “We cannot even
bring an international case in Germany,” Mr Eickhoff told Der Spiegel. “In the
end, we do the utmost and finally have to admit to a closed-door chamber in
Munich that we lack the skill.” While the rivalry means that drug investigations
have been hindered, it may also help the Bavarian authorities. They have more
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